
Dionne Warwick Stares Down Her Enemies 
for JR Blair 
 
Raising banners is attractive, 
makes one burst with personality. 
Women have a lot to say about these things, 
while assuredly "not speaking" 
to men through style. 
 
To wit, Jackie O likes her girlfriend 
thank you very much 
and would rather not see her burned at the stake. 
Besides, Jackieʼs busy at the nursery, where she 
works nights, fretting over hibiscus, 
and O the constellations! 
 
Meanwhile, in her everlasting trenchcoat, 
Dionne Warwick stares down her enemies, 
reducing them to straining teenagers 
and secretly considering herself 
"Americaʼs Last Action Diva." 
 
Like us, she spends much of her time 
leaning against doorframes and talking 
on the telephone, dreaming of cartoon heroes 
while fingering the long cord. 
 
The men tend to more commemorative cruelties. 
With Chris Brown in his wretched kingdom, 
the stakes of celebrity vassalage get knobby 
around the nobodies he becomes and then shuns. 
 
Speaking of Violence, the first episode ponders 
Hemingway's flagrant remarks about lesbians. 
In the second installment, rumor has it 
Papa will hand over one of his savage sweaters 
to the singer. To close, the forest weeps 
new rivers suddenly, as in myth. 
 
Everyone knows gold is a shaking color, 
a key to what the early bisexuals taught us, 
with their oratorical chanting: "Earthquake, 
or milkshake?" which is to suggest 
there will always be progress, 



always 
be infighting— 
 
but to clash, and to do it well, 
one must couch objection 
in abstention 
and eat and yell, and eat and yell, 
and eat and yell 
 
 
 
Nest of Nines 
on collaboration 
 
If you can embody  
what you despise  
through language,  
you will write  
encounters with sameness.  
Light to nine, nest to rest  
(i.e. faga fuga). 
 
the word “tragedy”  
a womanʼs head  
a family  
a bakery 
the stylish hat  
the money  
the nothing  
the never of  
not cooling  
the synthesis  
of wedding ring 
 

the study of  
young Mozart  
the comfort  
of basement dens  
a march 
an injury  
the deceptively simple  
so-so dress  
the girl  
the betrothal  



the girl pressing  
clothes to  
the bone  
shedding  
merriment 

 
If you are writing on boredom,  
and a man, a natural choice is  
the gossip of the social and the 
straight: a send-up of femininity,  
a disavowal of upbringing. All we  
can wish for is thoughtful penetration. 
 

satirical glee  
set like stone  
in the gay face  
the two men 
in a wagon with  
their idea  
the wheel 

 
the circle of fire  
the hell of  
the cul de sac  
the escape  
from the cookie jar  
the scrape 
on the knee  
of the boy  
dropping out  
of college  
his haircut  
in the shower  
that bleached knot 

 
the crumpled memory  
of being  
in a family  
(and not 
consenting  
to photographs) 

 
Greek Action. You pull the nine of cups: two men in a car.  
His rearview mirror refracts foreign, farcical intentions.  



There is also the hand moving artistically up one thigh, seeming to announce, 
“We are writing. We are already writing.”  
Sometimes men wield privilege to write against it. The act of driving is essential. 
Together, men make paradigms. 
 

the revenge  
begins as  
a joke  
but will 
twist and freeze  
into “collaborative binding”  
the will  
to live  
and work  
together  
the tarot  
the Turandot  
performance  
the car ride  
after the  
performance  
of Turandot 

 
the sudden  
proposal in  
Schuylerʼs  
question 
is what prompted  
this Tao Te Ching  
of suburban flings  
the rumors 
of invention  
(sexual,  
fleeting)  
the flop 
of film  
the heyday  
of essay  
not another  
eau de  
Giorgio  
(garçon)  
not another  
story set  



before  
and ever  
since 
you were  

 
HERE, a place that already exists, like an equator.  
Also, youʼre both gay / lack gravity. This ode 
to chivalrous nines leads to a wish in manufacturing,  
your sense of faultless justice aggresses... Itʼs friction! 
 

the future mall  
the fleeing  
the probability 
forty-niners  
nine innings  
to win  
the purity 
of chemicals  
nine months  
nine days  
of mourning  
route 9 
nine lives  
a stitch in time  
only in 3s  
nine rings  
nine of homicides  
canine  
the inside  
of outside looking in 

 
I thought sunflowers symbolized Russia  
I thought gay men hated women  
I thought poets hated novels 
 
I thought birds hated nests 
  
 
Group Portrait as Plato 
 
Poor Plato. Sleet shadows dint the future  
in his cinematic hair. Our empathy relies  
on figuring desire as someoneʼs son.  
Narcoleptic dreams loop on sugary walls  



in sync with flashing eyelashes. 
Plato wants to seize feathers out of bone  
and old homes, yards where night shots ring out. 
 
Poor me, too, and the zines I craft  
in switchblade funk: vintage Issue One titled  
“Making Out While Your Friends Sleep.” 
 
Grandeur in becoming obvious  
makes not for enchanting drivel,  
just some spells:  
Rebel Without a Cause as swarm of bees.  
My charm text. 
 
Boy shameʼs that extant glamour enterprise  
dating back to Early Modern Europe.  
Now, the fullness of melancholy gets  
dramatized in whirly 16mm 
collective unconscious. 
 
And eventually, endings.  
There, my screening  
and signature  
become forgeries. 
 
But do you know what Iʼd really like? 
Mom, Dad, Iʼd like you to meet Judy. 
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